
Monday August 26th  
Vocabulary: What We “Ment” 
1 bereavement (bi REEV muhnt) N. the state of suffering a great loss, especially 
the death of a loved one  
2 bewilderment (bi WIL dur muhnt) N. a state of great confusion  
3 blandishment (BLAN dish muhnt) N. something that coaxes or flatters  
Grammar: Other Kinds of Pronouns 
Choose the answer that correctly identifies the boldfaced pronoun.   
1 Mr. Gilbert asked the paper carrier to put his paper inside the screen door. 
A reflexive C possessive 
B intensive D demonstrative 
2 This is the finest example of Byzantine art I have ever seen. 
A personal C interrogative 
B intensive D demonstrative 
 
Tuesday August 27th  
Vocabulary: What We “Ment” 
4 disagreement (DIS uh GREE muhnt) N. a difference of opinion; a quarrel  
5 embezzlement (em BEZ uhl muhnt) N. the act of stealing property or money 
entrusted to one’s care  
6 harassment (huh RAS muhnt) N. the act of repeatedly pestering, worrying, or 
disturbing  
Grammar: Other Kinds of Pronouns 
Choose the answer that correctly identifies the boldfaced pronoun. 
3 We helped ourselves to cold lemonade. 
A reflexive C intensive 
B relative D demonstrative 
4 Some of the commercials we see on TV are actually entertaining. 
A reflexive C interrogative 
B indefinite D intensive 
 
 
  



Wednesday August 28th  
Vocabulary: What We “Ment” 
7 indictment (in DYT muhnt) N. a formal written accusation  
8 refinement (ri FYN muhnt) N. elegance of style or manners; improvement; polish 
9 resentment (ri ZENT muhnt) N. the feeling of being injured or insulted 
Grammar: Other Kinds of Pronouns 
Choose the answer that correctly identifies the boldfaced pronoun. 
5 If we don’t hurry, the ballgame will be over by the time we get there. 
A personal C intensive 
B relative D interrogative 
6 Which of the sights in Paris do you remember best? 
A reflexive C interrogative 
B possessive D demonstrative 
 
 
 


